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FEARLESS. FOCUSED. FIGHTE
From fighting back tax increases, protecting
our Second Amendment rights & sticking up for family
values – I’ve kept my promise in Concord as the
‘conservative conscience’ of the State Senate.
In Washington, I’ll do the same. In Washington, there’s
even more threats to our freedoms and more work to
do – but I’m up for the task. I hope I can count on your
vote for Congress. I’m the only candidate with a proven
record of keeping my commitments.

– Andy

Andy has always earned
“A” rankings or better from:

National Rifle Association
Americans for Prosperity
New Hampshire Liberty Alliance
New Hampshire Firearms Coalition
American Conservative Union Foundation

AndySanborn.com

Small Business Owner,
Proven Conservative Who Wins.
Fourth generation Granite Stater, Andy Sanborn, has
served 4 terms in the State Senate as our state’s
‘conservative conscience’ – fighting for free markets
and individual liberties. A small business owner, Andy
understands the importance of keeping his promises to his
customers and his constituents. Andy lives in Bedford with
his wife, Laurie, and is a graduate of New England College.

A Conservative Commitment
SECURE OUR BORDERS – We must

enforce our laws. In Concord, I even fought weak
Republicans to stop taxpayer-funded job training
for illegal immigrants.
CUT YOUR TAXES – Republicans pat
themselves on the back for stopping tax
increases. As your Congressman, I’ll not only
stop tax increases, but I’ll also work to lower
taxes for New Hampshire’s families.
PROTECT OUR RIGHTS – From religious
freedom to Second Amendment rights and free
speech, I won’t compromise or capitulate when
it comes to our rights.
REPEAL OBAMACARE – Stop the knee
jerking and political pandering. Republicans
promised a full repeal and that’s what we
must deliver.
IMPLEMENT TERM LIMITS – Like President
Trump, I support term limits so we can ensure
politicians are accountable to the people and
not party or special interests.
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